CAR CARE CORNER

Before the next time you need to stop your car on a rain-soaked, slippery road, consider this: Brake hardware—in addition to brake pads and shoes—plays a key role in the performance of your vehicle’s braking system. That’s why, when getting brakes inspected, you should specifically ask the mechanic to inspect the vehicle’s brake hardware as part of a complete brake job. When brake hardware—clips, bolts, springs—becomes worn, it can cause new brake pads to wear out prematurely. Automotive experts say, for a few extra dollars, you can protect your investment in brake pads and shoes and ensure optimum performance by also replacing the brake hardware at the same time. For smoother, quieter-riding brakes and longer-lasting brake pads and shoes, many turn to QuietGlide Aftermarket brake clips. These feature a coating of vulcanized rubber on one side to reduce brake noise and a low-friction coating on the other to reduce drag. Learn more at complete-brake-job-dot-com.